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INFORMATIONAL MATERIAL 
The following material was provided each trustee 1) by mail during the month of December, 1979; 2) by handout 
at the January 10 meeting; 3) or by mail following the January meeting: 
Monitor, Vol. 3, Nos. 5 and 6 (November 19, 1979; December 3, 1979) 
BGSU Bondholders Reports - Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1979 
BGSU Annual Financial Report - 1979 
Annual Report 1978-1979 - Center for Archival Collections 
Research & Development Newsletter - Vol. 12, Issue 12 (December, 1979) 
Athletic brochures: 
Ice House Gang—1979-80 
1979-80 Falcon Basketball 
1979-80 Falcon Gymnastics 
1980 BG Cross Country and Track 
1979-80 Falcon Wrestling 
1980 Falcon Golf 
Newsletter - Health Planning Association of Northwest Ohio (Chairman Albert Dyckes and Vice Chairman 
Norman Rood) 
Js 
President V Secretary 
I 
I 
Bowling Green, Ohio 
March 13, 1980 
In keeping with the official meeting notice, the Board of Trustees met in the McFall Center Assembly Room, 
with the following members present:  Albert Dyckes, Chairman; Norman Rood, Vice Chairman; John Lipaj; Robert 
Ludwig; Charles Shanklin; W. F. Spengler, Jr., and S. Arthur Spiegel.  M. Shad Hanna and Frazier Reams, Jr., 
could not be present due to schedule conflicts. 
Also present were President Hollis Moore; Richard Edwards, Vice President and Secretary to the Board; 
Thomas Kinney, Faculty Representative; Thomas Washbush, Undergraduate Student Representative; Gerald E. (Jerry) 
Krygier, Graduate Student Representative; Richard Eakin, Vice Provost for Institutional Planning and Student 
Affairs; Michael Ferrari, Provost and Executive Vice President; James Hof, Vice President for Development and 
Alumni Affairs; Paul Nusser, Assistant Vice President for Operations and Treasurer; George Postich, Vice 
President for Operations; Dean Algalee Adams, Firelands College; Mrs. Joan Loeffler, representing the Firelands 
College Board; Examiner Stanton Charkins, representing Ober H. Simon, Resident Examiner of Ohio; press repre- 
sentatives; and a number of observers. 
Mr. Dyckes called the meeting to order at 10:06 a.m. 
present. 
the Secretary called the roll and announced a quorum 
MINUTES 
No. 40-80     Mr. Spiegel moved and Mr. Rood seconded that the minutes of the meeting of January 10, 1980, be 
approved as written. The motion was approved. 
PRESIDENT'S REPORT 
The following report was submitted by President Moore: 
Academic Matters 
Within the next few weeks we expect to receive major reports which will be of great importance to the 
academic community: 
The Report of the Ad Hoc Committee on Calendar Change 
The Report of the Committee on Early Retirement 
The Report of the Search and Screening Committee for Dean of the Graduate College 
The Report of the Search and Screening Committee for Dean of the College of Health and 
Community Services 
A little later this spring comprehensive reports on academic program evaluation and review and general 
education are due. 
The Academic Council has identified priorities and objectives which should be used in the process of 
planning and building the academic budget for 1980-81.  The first priority is to improve the overall quality 
of instruction available to all students at the University.  The second is to devote increased attention 
to faculty morale and development.  Within these larger goals, the Academic Council has identified these 
specific areas as worthy of special attention: 
1. The Library. A top priority for 1980-81 is an increase in funds allocated to the Library for the 
necessary acquisition of resource materials. 
2. Recruitment of High Quality Students. Our goal is an increase in the quality of the 1980-81 
freshman class to bring in 20% with ACT scores of 26 or above. 
3. Salaries and Other Benefits. We have as our goal that of bringing average faculty salaries from 
their low current ranking to be in the top 2 or 3 places by 1984. 
4. Operating Budgets.  Educational supplies, certain teaching tools, laboratory materials, and 
equipment, student assistants and travel are all important if the University is to fulfill its 
teaching and research mission. 
5. Writing Skills. The achievement of a higher level of competence in written communication is a 
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top priority.  At the same time the Council stresses the need to enhance other communication 
abilities such as reading, listening and oral skills. 
6. Faculty Development. We have made great progress in enhancing the development of the faculty 
through the Faculty Development Fund, faculty research monies, and faculty leaves.  The expansion 
of programs such as the Faculty Improvement Leaves program is a priority item. 
7. Faculty Should Increase Their Expectations of Students. Academic Council recommends that students 
and faculty increase their commitment to academic and cultural pursuits both in the classroom 
and outside. 
Phi Beta Kappa 
Bowling Green State University is one of the institutions that the Committee on Qualifications of 
Phi Beta Kappa has selected for study before the next triennial meeting in 1982. Two members of the 
Committee on Qualifications will visit the campus, probably next fall. 
Winter Quarter Enrollment 
The Winter Quarter enrollment for 1980 is 16,137.  This represents a 5.7% increase over 1979 Winter 
Quarter enrollment—15,260—and a 3.1% increase over 1978 Winter Quarter enrollment—15,650. 
The College of Business Administration continues to have the highest enrollment of the colleges at 
4,400, with the College of Arts and Sciences second with an enrollment of 3,991.  The College of Education 
has continued to experience a .declining enrollment; however, the decline may be leveling off since the 
enrollment for this winter is the same as last winter's—3,403 in 1980 and 3,411 in 1979. 
Heating Plant 
The work on the heating plant, which started almost four years ago, is nearing completion, 
boilers are operating smoothly and the new electrostatic precipitator is functioning properly. 
All five 
I 
A test was performed on February 21 which measured the particulate emissions from the boilers as they 
operated at full capacity.  In order to operate the boilers at the high rate required by the test 
procedure, it was necessary to vent steam to the atmosphere, effectively wasting it.  Weather conditions 
were such that this steam stayed close to the ground and caused fog-like conditions in the area of the 
heating plant.  It is estimated that about $4,000 was spent for coal and water to produce steam, which 
regrettably was unusable. 
Preliminary test results from the project engineer indicate that we are well below the USEPA standards 
for particulate emissions from the boilers.  It appears at this point that the University is in full 
compliance with the USEPA air quality regulations. 
Energy Task Force 
The University Energy Task Force has been meeting over the past several weeks to develop new ways to 
reduce energy consumption on the campus. A number of ideas are being considered which will assist primaril; 
in the reduction of electrical energy usage. As these concepts formalize into projects and meaningful 
activities, I will report them to you. 
Receptions for Prospective Students and Their Parents 
Attendance at the six receptions held this month by the Admissions Office and the Alumni Office, in 
conjunction with local alumni chapters, has far exceeded expectations. All high school seniors who have 
applied to the University and their parents are the invited guests.  Receptions have already been held 
for groups in East and West Cleveland, Akron-Medina, Canton, Columbus, and Dayton-Cincinnati.  One more 
reception, in Toledo, is scheduled for March 18. 
President Moore stated that in January the trustees were informed that a report of the development and 
fund-raising activities would be made at this meeting and the Development staff will present that data later 
under the agenda item of "Reports." 
FACILITIES COMMITTEE 
Mr. Ludwig, Committee Chairman, reported that the members met on Wednesday evening to consider the replace- 
ment of the roof and related repairs to the Psychology Building and a group of improvement projects totaling 
$473,988.52, including the irrigation of the area between the Recreation Center and the Musical Arts Building. 
The Committee voted, he said, to recommend the projects to the Finance Committee for consideration. 
Mr. Ludwig stated that the members also reviewed a report of the Auxiliary Improvement Projects Funded for 
the period January 11 through March 13 and the report of the Status of Capital Improvements, which was sub- 
mitted by the University Architect, and accepted the information for the official record. 
Mr. Postich discussed briefly the status of the electrostatic precipitator and indicated that tests were 
successful.  In addition, he noted that the University still does not know the amount of funds available for 
capital improvements during this biennium. The Board members expressed concern about the delay in the 
Legislature on capital appropriations for state programs. 
FINANCE COMMITTEE 
Mr. Shanklin, Committee Chairman, reported that members met on Wednesday evening and again on Thursday 
morning to consider the report of the Facilities Committee, Revised Residence and Dining Hall Budgets for 
1979-80, Proposed Residence and Dining Hall Budgets for 1980-81 and Related Charges effective Summer 1980. 
He said that the budgets are a reflection of the inflationary situation the University and others are 
experiencing; therefore, it has become necessary to increase the income to balance the expenditures by an 
increase in the room rate in the residence halls by $25 per quarter (an 8.6% increase) and an increase in 
the meal coupon rate of $15 per quarter (a 7.3% increase). He noted that these increases are well under 
the Consumer Price Index (CPI) at present and there is no indication when this high rate of inflation will 
be reduced; however, these charges to the students will be adequate for a balanced budget. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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Revised Residence and Dining Hall Budgets 1979-80; 
Proposed Residence and Dining Hall Budgets 1980-81 and 
Related Charges effective Summer Quarter 1980  
No. 41-80     Mr. Shanklin moved and Mr. Rood seconded that the following Residence and Dining Hall Budgets be 
approved as revised for the 1979-80 year and as proposed for the 1980-81 year, and, furthermore, 
because of cost uncertainties related to energy costs and other factors, that the President, 
or his designee, is authorized to approve interfund transfers within the approved operating 
budget and appropriate reserve funds to maintain a balanced budget.  Room and meal plan rates 
as listed are to be effective beginning with the Summer Quarter 1980. 
The Secretary conducted a roll call vote with the following results:  Voting "yes"—Mr. Dyckes, 
Mr. Lipaj, Mr. Ludwig, Mr. Rood, Mr. Shanklin, Mr. Spengler, Mr. Spiegel.  The motion was 
declared approved by seven affirmative votes. 
1980-81 RESIDENCE HALL BUDGET 
SOURCES OF FUNDS 
Student Room Rentals 
(Net) 
Interest Income 
Facility Rentals 
Conference and Other 
Income 
Total 
EXPENSES 
Compensation for Full- 
Time Staff: 
Hall Directors/Assis- 
tants and House- 
mothers' Salaries 
Budget 
1979-80 
$7,309,680 
324,800 
257,000 
230,000 
$8,121,480 
Hall Receptionists' 
Wages 
Custodial Wages 
Maintenance Wages 
Staff Benefits 
Subtotal 
Student Employment and 
Temporary Wages: 
Resident Advisors 
Desk Clerks 
Night Guards 
Temporary Employment 
Subtotal 
Operating Expenses: 
Student Programs 
Custodial/Maintenance 
Supplies 
Custodial/Maintenance 
Equipment 
Custodial/Maintenance 
Repairs 
Conference/Misc. 
Expenses 
Subtotal 
$ 290,000 
123,000 
780,000 
102,700 
300,000 
$1,685,700 
$ 221,635 
149,750 
69,700 
98,000 
$ 539,085 
$  52,500 
225,000 
29,700 
111,600 
73,900 
$ 492,700 
Fixed and General Expenses: 
Utilities $ 794,500 
General Services Charge 
1,310,000 
Depreciation/Facility 
Charges 1,170,000 
Student Telephones 345,000 
Property Insurance 73,350 
Debt Service 1,711,145 
Reserve for Deferred 
Maintenance and Capital 
Facilities — 
Subtotal 
Total Expenses 
$5,403,995 
$8,121,480 
Revised 
Budget 
1979-80 
$7,488,087 
474,900 
173,775 
330,000 
$8,466,762 
$ 280,000 
155,000 
800,000 
95,000 
370,000 
$1,700,000 
$ 215,000 
140,000 
65,000 
85,000 
$ 505,000 
$  52,500 
220,000 
25,000 
170,000* 
100,000 
$ 567,500 
$ 738,243 
1,310,000 
1,170,000 
345,000 
73,350 
1,711,145 
346,524 
$5,694,262 
$8,466,762 
Proposed 
1980-81 
$7,982,705 
369,400 
173,775 
335,000 
$8,860,880 
$ 328,600 
166,500 
843,700 
95,100 
455,600 
$1,889,500 
$ 257,500 
175,500 
84,000 
108,500 
$ 625,500 
$  52,500 
255,000 
17,000 
207,600* 
141,707 
$ 673,807 
$ 894,970 
1,422,000 
1,170,000 
365,600 
74,625 
1,744,878 
$5,672,073 
$8,860,880 
Proposed 
Inc. Over 
1979-80 
Budget 
$ 673,025 
44,600 
(83,225) 
105,000 
$ 739,400 
$  38,600 
43,500 
63,700 
(7,600) 
65,600 
$ 203,000 
$  35,865 
25,750 
14,300 
10,500 
86,415 
0 
30,000 
(12,700) 
96,000 
67,807 
$ 181,107 
$ 100,470 
112,000 
0 
20,600 
1,275 
33,733 
$ 268,078 
$ 739,400 
Increase 
9.2 
13.7 
(32.4) 
45.7 
9.1% 
13.3 
35.4 
8.2 
(7.4) 
16.8 
12.1% 
16.2 
17.2 
20.5 
10.7 
16.0% 
0.0 
13.3 
(42.8) 
86.0 
91.8 
36.8% 
12.6 
8.5 
0.0 
6.0 
1.7 
2.0 
5.0% 
9.1% 
Comments 
$25 increase (8.6% 
average increase in 
room rate) 
Shatzel and Williams 
no longer pledged 
Salary increases @ 
8% plus revised 
staffing 
Error in previous 
budget + mandated 
increases 
Mandated increases 
for continuing staff 
Lower costs for 
replacement staff 
Ret ir ement/insurance/ 
etc. 
Two additional RAs 
Student wage increase 
of 17% 
Two additional guards 
+ 17% increase 
Student wage increase 
of 17% 
Inflationary increase 
*Includes upholstery 
shop expense 
1979-80 budget ex- 
cluded conference 
expenses 
Inflationary increases 
Adjusted rate schedule 
VP-IP/SA 
3/5/80 
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1980-81 DINING HALL BUDGET 
SOURCES OF FUNDS 
Coupon Income and 
Cash Sales 
Interest Income 
Facility Rentals 
Miscellaneous 
Income 
Total 
EXPENSES 
Approved 
Budget 
1979-80 
$4,269,860 
215,000 
44,000 
115,000 
$4,643,860 
Revised 
Budget 
1979-80 
$3,870,000 
313,900 
45,000 
129,600 
$5,358,500 
Proposed 
Budget 
1980-81 
$4,924,000 
237,000 
45,000 
125,000 
$5,331,000 
Proposed 
Inc. over 
1979-80 
Budget 
$654,140 
22,000 
1,000 
10,000 
$687,140 
% 
Increase 
15.3 
10.2 
2.3 
8.7 
14.8% 
Comments 
$15 increase (7.3% 
increase in meal 
plan rate) 
Food Service 
Management: 
Food Service Staff $ 881,100 
Wages 
Student Employment/ 
$ 910,000 $ 949,700 $ 68,600 7.8 Mandated incr. for 
cont. staff 
Part-Time Wages 598,800 674,000 700,300 101,500 17.0 Student wage incr. 
of 17% 
Staff Benefits 329,200 330,000 347,765 18,565 5.6 Retirement/ 
Subtotal $1,809,100 $1,914,000 $1,997,765 $188,665 10.4% insurance/etc. 
Operating Expenses: 
Cost of Food $1,609,156 $1,890,000 $1,919,995 $310,839 19.3 Inflationary 
increases 
Supplies 219,400 290,000 277,000 57,600 26.3 Inflationary 
Other (repairs, increases 
telephone, equip- 
ment, other) 61,450 101,400 95,000 33,550 54.6 
Subtotal $1,890,006 $2,281,400 $2,291,995 $401,989 21.3% 
Other Expenses: 
Facility Charges, 
Depreciation $ 205,900 $ 206,226 $ 209,382 $ 3,482 1.7 
Utilities/General 
Service Charge 732,254 724,200 743,558 11,304 1.5 
Funding of Accrued 
Deficits — 226,074 81,800 81,800 — 
Property Insurance 6,600 6,600 6,500 (100) (1.5) 
Subtotal $ 944,754 $1,163,100 $1,041,240 $ 96,486 10.2% 
Total Expenses $4,643,860 $5,358,500 $5,331,000 $687,140 14.8% 
VP-IP/SA 
3/5/80 
1980-81 ROOM AND MEAL PLAN RATES 
Meal Plans 
Totals: 
Room & Meal Plans 
Room B 
I.     Conklin,   Founders 
Harshman,  Kohl, 
Kreischer,  McDonald, 
Prout,   & Rodgers 
Halls* 
Standard Occupancy: 
Quarterly Rate 
Three Quarters 
Single Occupancy: 
Quarterly Rate 
Three Quarters 
II.     Offenhauer Hall 
Standard Occupancy: 
$ 317 $220 $264 $308 $ 537 $ 581 $ 625 
951 660 792 924 1,611 1,743 1,875 
397 220 264 308 617 661 705 
1,191 660 792 924 1,851 1,983 2,115 
III. 
Quarterly Rate 360 220 264 308 580 624 668 
Three Quarters 1,080 660 792 924 1,740 1,872 2,004 
Single Occupancy: 
Quarterly Rate 440 220 264 308 660 704 748 
Three Quarters 1,320 660 792 924 1,980 2,112 2,244 
Small Group Living Units: 
Room Plan Only 
Quarterly Rate 336 n/a n/a n/a __ __ — 
Three Quarters 1,008 n/a n/a n/a — —   
* The Meal Plan is optional for residents of Conklin and McDonald North Halls 
Mr. Shanklin reported that the Facilities Committee's recommendation concerning the Proposed Improvement 
Projects has been reviewed and that the Finance Committee concurs in recommending approval of the projects in 
the amounts indicated. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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Proposed Improvement Projects to be Funded 
No. 42-80     Mr. Shanklin moved and Mr. Ludwig seconded that approval be given to the allocation of funds for 
Improvement Projects totaling $473,988.52, as listed. 
The Secretary conducted a roll call vote with the following results:  Voting "yes"—Mr. Dyckes, 
Mr. Lipaj, Mr. Ludwig, Mr. Rood, Shanklin, Mr. Spengler, Mr. Spiegel.  The motion was declared 
approved by seven affirmative votes. 
Accounting Unit/Project Description 
IMPROVEMENT PROJECTS 
Type of Project 
Replacement    Improvements 
—Residence Halls— 
Maintenance 
MCDONALD 
1) Renovate Fire Alarm System (Engineering 
fees-Total Project Estimated at 
$60,000) 
HARSHMAN 
1) Replace carpet in corridors 
2) Replace bathroom faucets 
KREISCHER 
1) Recarpet corridors C & D 
2) Replace main lounge lights 
DORMS 8 & 9 
1) Replace carpet in student rooms—R-8 
COTTAGES 
1) Paint the interior - #4 
2) Install ice machine - #4 
PROUT 
1) Replace furniture in main lounge 
CONKLIN 
1) Replace lounge furniture-North 
2) Replace (8) refrigerators-All Units 
3) Replace drapes in dining room-B 
4) Replace carpet in pool room-K. 
5) Replace carpet in TV room-J 
6) Recover chairs in dining room, as 
needed-J 
7) Replace dining room tables, as needed-J 
8) Replace lead pan in shower-J 
R - DORMS 
$ 1,500.00 C 
31,400.00 
15,800.00 C 
30,500.00 
12,000.00 
11,000.00 
1) Recover dining room chairs - R-l 
2) Refurnish houseparent's apartment - R-l 
3) Replace carpet in game room and first 
floor corridor - R-2 
4) Replace carpet in student rooms and 
card room - R-3 
5) Replace carpet, as needed - R-4 
6) Replace student room and lounge drapes - 
R-5 
7) Replace carpet as needed - R-5 
8) Replace carpet in game room - R-6 
9) Replace carpet in the apartment as 
needed - R-6 
10) Replace student room and lounge drapes - 
R-7 
11) Replace carpet in ground floor hallway - 
R-7 
12) Replace carpeting in public areas - R-7 
13) Replace drapes in public areas - R-7 
W - DORMS 
1) Purchase ice machine - W-4 
2) Replace wallpaper in dining room - W-5 
3) Purchase ice machine - W-6 
ALPHA PHI ALPHA 
1) Purchase ice machine 
DELTA SIGMA THETA 
1) Purchase ice machine 
2) Remodel closet in green room 
TOTAL 
25,000.00 C 
10,000.00 C 
13,400.00 C 
1,500.00 
1,500.00 
1,200.00 
2,000.00 
2,500.00 C 
2,200.00 C 
2,100.00 
1,500.00 C 
2,000.00 
3,200.00 
5,300.00 
2,000.00 C 
2,100.00 
900.00 
900.00 
2,000.00 C 
900.00 
2,100.00 
1,500.00 C 
$ 1,300.00 C 
$ 3,300.00 
1,300.00 C 
1,300.00 C 
1,300.00 C 
1,300.00 C 
600.00 
2,000.00 
KREISCHER 
1) Install hood fire protection (Planning 
fees-Estimated Project Cost - $11,000) 
HARSHMAN 
1) Carpet dining rooms A & D 
2) Install hood fire protection (Planning 
fees-Estimated Project Cost - $13,500) 
$188,000.00   $ 7,100.00 
—Dining Halls— 
$ 1,300.00 C 
$ 5,300.00 
12,900.00 
1.300.00 C 
Source of Funding 
Pledged Dorm Surplus 
Reserve for Deprecia- 
tion 
Reserve for Deprecia- 
tion 
Reserve for Deprecia- 
tion 
Pledged Dorm Surplus 
Pledged Dorm Surplus 
Reserve for Deprecia- 
tion 
Reserve for Deprecia- 
tion 
Reserve for Deprecia- 
tion 
Unpledged Surplus 
it 
ii 
Unpledged Surplus 
Unpledged Surplus 
Pledged Dorm Surplus 
Pledged Dining Hall 
Surplus 
Pledged Dorm Surplus 
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IMPROVEMENT PROJECTS (CONTINUED) 
Accounting Unit/Project Description 
MCDONALD 
1) Carpet East, West and North dining 
rooms 
2) Install hood fire protection (Planning 
fees-Estimated Project Cost - $12,000) 
FOUNDERS 
1) Carpet East and West dining halls 
2) Purchase new sink 
COMMONS 
1) Carpet south dining hall 
2) Install hood fire protection (Planning 
fees-Estimated Project Cost - $10,500) 
AMANI  ROOM 
Replacement 
—Dining Halls- 
Type of Project 
Improvements 
$ 23,600.00 
1,300.00 C 
12,600.00 
3,000.00 C 
13,000.00 
1,300.00 C 
1) Replace dish machine 
TOTAL 
HEALTH CENTER 
1) Rework Duct Work 
2) Rebalance Air in Building 
3) Repair Stone Wall 
BOOKSTORE 
1) Replace Cash Registers 
2) Security System 
RECREATIONAL CENTER 
1) Install Redwood Fence Around Patio 
2) Install New Electrical Load Control 
(Total Project Cost $13,000- 
$4,000 Current Fund Balance, 
$9,000 1980-81 Operating Budget) 
3) Install Irrigation System 
STADIUM 
1) Renovate facilities for Stadium 
Club 
UNION 
1) Dish Machine Replacement 
2) Install Hood Fire Protection 
(Planning fees-Estimated 
Project Cost - $13,000) 
TOTAL 
TOTAL AUXILIARY IMPROVEMENT PROJECTS 
$ 1,250.00 C    
$ 1,250.00     $ 70,300.00 
—Other Auxiliaries— 
$ 5,000.00 
7,000.00 
$ 30,000.00 C 
5,500.00 C 
10,000.00 C 
4,000.00 
50,000.00 C 
54,900.00 C 
31,000.00 C 
$ 61,000.00 
$250,250.00 
1,300.00 C 
$137,700.00 
$215,100.00 
1) Merry Street Extension (A) 
Total Project Cost $138,338.52 
(A) ■ Additional Amount Needed 
(C) = Outside Contract 
-Local Capital Improvements— 
$   838.52 
REPORT AUXILIARY IMPROVEMENT PROJECTS FUNDED 
Maintenance    Source of Funding 
Pledged Dining Hall 
Surplus 
Pledged Dorm Surplus 
Pledged Dining Hall 
Surplus " 
1954 Dorm Surplus 
Unpledged Surplus 
Reserve for Depreciat*- 
tion 
-0- 
$ 2,500.00 C 
Current Fund Balance 
Current Fund Balance 
Current Fund Balance 
Reserve for Deprecia 
tion 
Current Fund Balance) 
Current Fund Balance 
Current Fund Balance 
Internal Finance Note 
Internal Finance Note 
Reserve for Deprecia 
tion 
Current Fund Balance) 
$ 2,500.00 
$ 7,800.00 
Leased Land Current 
Fund Balance 
Resolution No. 38-77, approved February 10, 1977, gave authorization to 
the President or his designee to proceed with various auxiliary projects 
without prior approval of the Board as long as the stated guidelines in 
the Resolution were followed.  The following list shows the auxiliary 
projects funded in accordance with this Resolution during the period from 
January 11, 1980, to March 13, 1980. 
Accounting Unit/Project Description 
FOUNDERS 
1) Replace (4) TV sets 
2) Refurnish director's apt. 
3) Replace drapes in Peacock Alley 
4) Replace (8) sweepers 
KOHL 
1) Replace study lounge drapes 
2) Paint beds 
3) Replace (4) sweepers 
Replacement 
Type of Project 
Improvements Maintenance 
—Residence Halls— 
2,500.00 C 
4,000.00 C 
6,000.00 C 
1,000.00 C 
2,000.00 C 
500.00 C 
$ 3,800.00 C 
Source of Funding 
Reserve for Deprecia- 
tion 
Reserve for Depreciation 
Pledged Dorm Surplus 
Reserve for Depreciation 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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AUXILIARY IMPROVEMENT PROJECTS FUNDED (CONTINUED) 
Accounting Unit/Project Description 
MCDONALD 
1) Replace furniture in director's 
apt. (East) 
2) Replace exterior doors (East) 
3) Replace lounge furniture in 2nd 
and 4th floors (North) 
4) Replace (2) TV's 
5) Replace carpet in activity room 
6) Replace carpet in corridors 
7) Replace sweepers (10) 
HARSHMAN 
1) Repanel Lounge (Anderson) 
2) Create Crafts Room (Bromfield) 
3) Replace (2) Ping Pong Tables 
(Dunbar) 
4) Purchase chairs for Typing Room 
(Dunbar) 
5) Replace (14) TV's 
6) Replace lounge drapes 
7) Replace corridor lights 
8) Replace roof lounge area 
9) Paint beds C and D only 
10) Replace (10) sweepers 
KREISCHER 
Replacement 
—Residence 
1,500.00 C 
6,000.00 C 
6,000.00 C 
1,150.00 
4,000.00 
6,400.00 
1,250.00 C 
800.00 
700.00 C 
8,050.00 C 
10,000.00 C 
6,600.00 
9,100.00 C 
1,250.00 C 
Type of Project 
Improvements 
Halls- 
Install carpet in main lounge (Batchelder) 
Install partitions in main lounge (B) 
Replace drapes:  lounges, offices, 
apts. 9,000.00 
4) Replace corridor lights 3,300.00 
Replace roof over lounge area 9,100.00 
Replace (10) sweepers 1,250.00 
1) 
2) 
3) 
5) 
6) 
DORMS 8 & 9 
1) Paint the interior ~ R-8 & R-9 
2) Paint beds — R-8 & R-9 
COTTAGES 
Paint the interior - #1 
Paint the interior - #2 
Replace furniture in the houseparent's 
apartment - it! 
Replace curtains in stairwells - #2 
Paint the interior - #3 
Install ice machine - //3 
Replace curtains on doors - #4 
1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
6) 
7) 
PROUT 
1) Replace carpet in second floor lounge 
2) Replace (12) sweepers 
RODGERS 
1) Enclose stairwell windows 
2) Refurnish hall director's apt. 
3) Replace (8) sweepers 
1,500.00 C 
250.00 C 
300.00 C 
700.00 
1,500.00 C 
6,300.00 C 
1,000.00 C 
CONKLIN 
1) Replace (3) TV sets - North 1,700. 
2) Replace drapes in student rooms - North 8,000. 
3) Replace (8) sweepers - North 1,000. 
4) Replace exhaust fans - All Units 2,300. 
5) Replace carpet in public areas - B 3,000. 
6) Replace dining room drapes - H 1,000. 
7) Replace dining rooms drapes - G 1,000. 
8) Replace dining room drapes - E 1,000. 
9) Replace curtains in kitchen, dining 
room and pool room - K 1,500. 
10) Replace deep fryer - J 1,000. 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 C 
OFFENHAUER 
1) Replace (12)  TVs-East & West 
2) Replace (4)   ice machines 
3) Replace (10)  sweepers 
R - DORMS 
6,900.00 C 
5,400.00 C 
1,250.00 C 
1) Install deep fryer - R-l 
2) Replace wall covering in the dining 
room - R-l 
3) Install floor tile between kitchen 
and dining room - R-l 
4) Replace carpet in room 104 - R-l 
5) Replace student room and lounge 
drapes - R-2 
700.00 
2,000.00 C 
Maintenance 
$ 1,100.00 
600.00 C 
$ 7,600.00 C 
3,000.00 
2,500.00 
1,300.00 C 
9,000.00 
1,100.00 C 
3,700.00 
3,700.00 
3,300.00 
2,000.00 
1,000.00 C 
300.00 
500.00 C 
Source of Funding 
Reserve for Deprecia- 
tion 
Reserve 
tion 
Pledged 
Reserve 
tion 
Pledged 
Reserve 
tion 
Pledged 
Reserve 
tion 
Pledged 
Pledged 
Reserve 
tion 
for Deprecia- 
Dorm Surplus 
for Deprecia- 
Dorm Surplus 
for Deprecia- 
Dorm Surplus 
for Deprecia- 
Dorm Surplus 
Dorm Surplus 
for Deprecia- 
Pledged Dorm Surplus 
Pledged Dorm Surplus 
Pledged Dorm Surplus 
Pledged Dorm Surplus 
Reserve 
tion 
Pledged 
Pledged 
Reserve 
tion 
for Deprecia- 
ii 
Dorm Surplus 
Dorm Surplus 
for Deprecia- 
Reserve 
tion 
for Deprecia- 
ii 
54 Dorm 
Reserve 
tion 
Surplus 
for Deprecia- 
it 
Reserve 
tion 
for Deprecia- 
ti 
ii 
it 
II 
II 
it 
II 
ti 
Reserve 
tion 
for Deprecia- 
ii 
ii 
Unpledged Surplus 
Unpledged Surplus 
Unpledged Surplus 
Reserve for Deprecia- 
tion 
II 
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AUXILIARY IMPROVEMENT PROJECTS FUNDED (CONTINUED) 
Type of Project 
Replacement    Improvements 
—Residence Halls— 
Accounting Unit/Project Description 
R - DORMS 
6) Replace selected drapes - R-3 
7) Replace wallpaper in card room 
and guest bathroom - R-3 
8) Replace student room and lounge 
drapes - R-4 
9) Replace dining room tables - R-6 
W - DORMS 
1) Paint the interior - W-l 
2) Replace carpet in dining room, den, 
and ground floor corridor - W-l 
3) Redecorate dining room walls - W-l 
4) Paint the interior - W-2 
5) Replace dining room drapes - W-2 
6) Replace carpet on ground floor 
hallway - W-2 
7) Paint the interior - W-3 
8) Replace carpet in dining room and 
TV lounge - W-3 
9) Replace curtains and drapes through- 
out house - W-3 
10) Purchase table for apartment - W-3 
11) Paint interior - W-4 
12) Replace kitchen and dining room 
curtains - W-4 
13) Replace carpet in the dining room - 
W-4 
14) Re-upholster dining room chairs - W-4 
15) Paint interior - W-5 
16) Clean and repair drapes in living 
room - W-5 
17) Paint interior - W-6 
DELTA ZETA (Cottage #7) 
1) Paint the interior 
2) Install screen doors 
Maintenance 
2,800.00 C 
2,000.00 C 
1,000.00 C 
2,000.00 
250.00 C 
500.00 
3,600.00 
2,300.00 C 
250.00 C 
1,500.00 
3,000.00 
200.00 C 
300.00 C 
TOTAL 
KREISCHER 
1) Modify sound system 
2) Replace ice machine 
HARSHMAN 
1) Replace gas fryer 
2) Replace ice machine 
3) Modify sound system 
MID-AM ROOM 
1) Purchase refrigerator 
MCDONALD 
1) Install additional cooler space 
2) Replace damaged tables & chairs 
3) Install dipper wells 
FOUNDERS 
1) Replace mixer 
2) Install hood fire protection 
(Planning fees-Estimated Project 
Cost - $7,700) 
3) Install dipper wells 
COMMONS 
1) Renovate steps and walks 
2) Replace carpet Amani Room 
TOTAL 
STADIUM 
1) Replace Carpet in President's Box 
ICE ARENA 
1)  Replace dampers 
TOTAL 
TOTAL AUXILIARY IMPROVEMENT PROJECTS 
(C) - Outside Contract 
$ 169,950.00    $ 12,300.00 
—Dining Halls— 
$ 2,000.00 C 
$  1,800.00 C 
900.00 C 
1,800.00 C 
2,000.00 C 
500.00 C 
8,500.00 
900.00 C 
9,000.00 C 
4,500.00 C 
2,800.00 
1,300.00 C 
400.00 C 
2,500.00 
$ 20,800.00    $ 18,100.00 
—Other Auxiliaries— 
$  3,200.00 
2,500.00 C   
$  5,700.00 
$ 196,450.00 
$   -0- 
$ 30,400.00 
$ 1,200.00 C 
2,600.00 
900.00 
2,600.00 
2,600.00 
2,600.00 
2,600.00 
200.00 
2,600.00 
3,300.00 
$ 53,900.00 
-0- 
$    -0- 
$ 53,900.00 
Source of Funding 
Reserve for Depreci i 
tion 
Unpledged Surplus 
Reserve for Depreci i 
tion 
Unpledged Surplus 
Reserve for Depreci i 
tion 
Unpledged Surplus 
Unpledged Surplus 
Reserve for Depreci L 
tion 
ii 
Unpledged Surplus 
Reserve for Depreci i 
tion 
Unpledged Surplus 
Unpledged Surplus 
Reserve for Depreci 
tion 
Unpledged Surplus 
Unpledged Surplus 
Unpledged Surplus 
Unpledged Surplus 
Unpledged Surplus 
Pledged Dorm Surplu I 
Reserve for Depre- 
ciation 
Reserve for Depre- 
ciation 
Reserve for Depre- 
ciation 
Pledged Dorm Surplu 
Pledged Dining Hall 
Surplus 
Pledged Dorm Surplu 
Reserve for Depre- 
ciation 
Pledged Dining Hall 
Surplus 
Reserve for Depre- 
ciation 
Pledged Dorm Surplu I 
Pledged Dining Hall 
Surplus 
Unpledged Surplus 
Reserve for Depre- 
ciation 
Reserve for Depre- 
ciation 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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Mr. Shanklin reported that consideration was given to the recommendation of the Facilities Committee with 
regard to the replacement of the roof and related repairs to the Psychology Building; the Finance Committee 
concurs in recommending this project to the full Board for funding in accordance with the resolution submitted. 
Psychology Building - Roof Replacement and Related Repairs 
No. 43-80     Mr. Shanklin moved and Mr. Ludwig seconded that the following Resolution be adopted.  The Secretary 
conducted a roll call vote with the following results: Voting "yes"—Mr. Dyckes, Mr. Lipaj, 
Mr. Ludwig, Mr. Rood, Mr. Shanklin, Mr. Spengler, Mr. Spiegel.  The motion was declared approved 
by seven affirmative votes. 
RESOLUTION 
I 
WHEREAS, Bowling Green State University has requested $185,000 in capital appropriations to be designated 
for utilities' and renovations for the biennium which began July 1, 1979; and 
WHEREAS, a substantial portion of this amount had been anticipated for replacement of the roof and related 
repairs to the Psychology Building; and 
and 
WHEREAS, as of this date, the requested funding has not been made available to Bowling Green State University; 
I 
I 
I 
WHEREAS, the deteriorated condition of the Psychology Building roof has created safety hazards in portions 
of the fifth and fourth floors and has rendered portions of those areas unuseable; and 
WHEREAS, it has been determined that secondary damage has resulted to the subsurfaces and possibly to the 
supporting structures and walls; and 
WHEREAS, in consultation with the Ohio Board of Regents it has been concluded that alternative funding from 
other State appropriations is not likely; 
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, That this Board declares that an emergency situation does exist and therefore 
authorizes the following actions to be taken: 
1. A sum of up to $80,000 be authorized for a Local Capital Improvement (LCI) project covering anticipated 
costs related to the replacement of the Psychology Building roof and related secondary damage. 
2. Waiver of normal bidding procedures for the purpose of preventing further deterioration of the facility 
and expediting the roof replacement and related building repair. 
3. Proceed with the acceptance of proposals with contractors as may be required to accomplish the roof 
replacement and necessary repairs. 
4. Issuance of an Interim Internal Financing Note in an amount not to exceed $80,000, without interest, to 
be held as an investment within the pooled funds of the auxiliaries' Reserve for Depreciation with 
subsequent repayment to be from utilities and renovations capital appropriations when such are released. 
NEW ITEMS 
Proposal to offer the Master of Arts Degree 
Program in Early Childhood Education  
President Moore enthusiastically recommended that approval be given to the program and called upon Provost 
Ferrari to introduce the faculty and administrative staff directly involved in the development of the proposal: 
Dr. Elmer Spreitzer, Acting Dean, Graduate College; Dr. Ronald Russell, Chair, Home Economics Department; and 
Dr. Deanna Radeloff, Associate Professor of Home Economics. 
Dr. Spreitzer stated that this is the only graduate program presented this year, that the early childhood 
education proposal has been in process since the fall of 1974 and that it is remarkable in that it involves 
two colleges and seven departments—the most interdisciplinary program thus far. 
Dr. Russell said that he was present to represent Dean David Elsass, College of Education, who is ill and 
could not attend.  He said that the College has been supportive of this interdisciplinary approach to early 
childhood education since the origin of the proposal; the endeavor is unique and actually a "pioneering venture" 
for the state of Ohio and may well be a first in the nation.  He reported that the seven departments participating 
in the program have expressed support at various points along the way and are willing to invest resources of the 
departments, in terms of staff, time, energy, and some money, to make sure this program is successful. 
Dr. Radeloff, Chair, Early Childhood Education Coordinating Committee, indicated that she has been involved 
since the inception of the Committee in 1974.  She described early childhood education as a field that "is on 
the move" in Ohio and one that is getting more recognition at various levels.  She added that in utilizing all 
of the University's resources, including the faculty from several different areas, both the depth and breadth 
of the program have been increased.  She noted that Bowling Green's Master of Early Childhood Education will be 
the first program of its kind in Ohio. 
In response to questions from the Board, Dr. Radeloff stated that an enrollment of about 16 students is 
anticipated after the fourth year; placement of the graduates will be among public school teachers, early 
childhood personnel and those involved in team services, such as speech and language therapists. 
Provost Ferrari stated that the program is one which will require no additional staff and very modest 
operating expenses due to its interdisciplinary design. 
No. 44-80     Mr. Rood moved and Mr. Spiegel seconded that approval be given to the Proposed Master's Program 
in Early Childhood Education. The motion was approved with no negative votes. 
REGULAR ITEMS 
Sponsored Grants and Contracts 
President Moore stated that before the grants are officially accepted, he would like to ask Dr. Ferrari to 
introduce those individuals who will report. 
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Provost Ferrari called attention to the reports of increased funding of research projects on the campus 
and said he believed it would be useful and desirable to hear from the faculty members involved in research 
projects.  He asked Dean Spreitzer to introduce two of the researchers. 
Dr. Spreitzer commented on the function of the Research Services Office and the number of grants awarded 
during the past year (representing a 20% increase over the previous year).  He described the record of success- 
ful proposals (60%) funded as quite remarkable in view of the overall market declines and said that the success 
rate reflects favorably on the quality of the faculty. 
Dr. Spreitzer introduced Dr. James Ostas, Department of Economics, who has a large grant from the Department 
of Housing and Urban Development (HUD).  Dr. Ostas reported that with his colleagues, Dr. Peter Hutchinson 
and Dr. J. David Reed, he participated in a $134,000 grant from HUD beginning in June 1978 and running through 
September 1979, with a subsequent extension to December 1979.  He stated that the objective of the grant was 
to research nine Midwest cities for effects of mortgage supply restrictions on the basis of racial composition 
and age of the neighborhoods.  Over the period of the project, Dr. Ostas said, interviews were conducted with 
executives of the commercial banks in cities in Indiana and Ohio; information was collected from loan disclosure 
reports; and Federal Housing Administration (FHA) information was added during the summer of 1979.  He and his 
colleagues concluded in the study that race has a strong negative influence on conventional mortgage loans in 
eight of the nine cities.  Dr. Ostas said that five reports of the study have been filed with HUD—the latest 
being in February of this year. 
Dr. Spreitzer introduced Dr. Ron Woodruff, Department of Biological Sciences, who has a series of grants 
from the National Science Foundation (NSF) and the National Institutes of Health (NIH) for maintenance of the 
drosophila (fruit fly) stock center at Bowling Green. He said that Dr. Woodruff continues work which was 
started by Dr. Irwin Oster a number of years ago. Dr. Woodruff reported concerning his grants for the support 
of the pure genetic stock center and said that there are two centers supported by NSF in the United States— 
Bowling Green State University and Caltech.  Dr. Woodruff explained the purpose of the stock center and said 
that NSF supports the two centers in order to provide stock for scientists throughout the United States and 
in some 30 countries.  He stated that as a result of a recent contract with NIH, something like 73 environmental 
chemicals are being tested to determine if they are causing genetic change or chromosome breakage in the genetic 
system of the fruit fly (similarities between the genetic system of the fruit fly and that of humans provides 
researchers with a test subject which is not only less expensive but also has a short life cycle to facilitate 
study).  Dr. Woodruff described the facilities for the stock center, located in the Life Sciences Building, as 
"some of the best in the world" and invited the Board to visit the area at some time in the future. 
Chairman Dyckes called for a discussion period following each report and commended the faculty members for 
the detailed information concerning the research grants. 
No. 45-80     Mr. Rood moved and Mr. Spengler seconded that grants and/or contracts in the amount of $1,943,020 
as listed for the following periods, be accepted and expenditures applicable thereto in that 
amount be authorized. 
Total for Period 
January 1980 
February 1980 
$ 1,769,506.51 
173,514.00 
Fiscal Year to Date 
$ 8,530,183.18 
8,703,697.18 
The motion was approved with no negative votes. 
COMPARATIVE SUMMARY OF GRANTS AND CONTRACTS AWARDED 
July 1 through Jan. 31 
Fiscal Years to Date 
I. Research Grants 
A. Federally Sponsored 
B. Privately and State Sponsored 
Total Research Grants 
II.  Institutes and Workshops 
III.  Public Service Grants and Contracts 
IV.  Program Development and Innovation Grants 
V.  Equipment Grants 
VI.  Student Aid Grants 
TOTAL ALL GRANTS AND CONTRACTS 
I.  Research Grants 
A. Federally Sponsored 
B. Privately and State Sponsored 
Total Research Grants 
II.  Institutes and Workshops 
III. Public Service Grants and Contracts 
IV.  Program Development and Innovation Grants 
V.  Equipment Grants 
TOTAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT GRANTS 
1978-79 
$  513,562.57 
153,332.28 
1979-80 
$  483,914.00 
165,405.97 
$      666,894.85 
47,625.00 
1,355,150.24 
719,061.27 
41,939.00 
2,660,894.00 
$      649,319.97 
16,695.00 
1,896,195.70 
1,207,384.07 
172,533.00 
4,588,055.44 
I 
I 
51, 
I 
$ 5,491,564.36 $ 8,530,183.18 
July 1 through Feb. 29 
Fiscal Years to Date 
1978-79 
513,562.57 
222,857.28 
1979-80 
628,178.00 
192,405.97 
$  736,419.85 
48,980.00 
1,365,892.24 
731,467.67 
41,939.00 
$  820,583.97 
16,695.00 
1,898,445.70 
1,207,384.07 
172,533.00 
$ 2,924,698.76 $ 4,115,641.74 
I 
I 
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(continued from Page 248) 
VI.  Student Aid Grants 
TOTAL ALL GRANTS AND CONTRACTS 
Personnel Changes (since January 10, 1980, meeting) 
1978-79 
$ 2,660,894.00 
1979-80 
$ 4,588,055.44 
$ 5,585,592.76 $ 8,703,697.18 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
No. 46-80     Mr. Lipaj moved and Mr. Rood seconded that approval be given to the personnel changes as listed 
in the agenda book.  The motion was approved with no negative votes. 
PERSONNEL CHANGES March 13, 1980 
Administration 
New Appointment 
Karla Kunkle, Coordinator, Food Services-Hospitality Management Training, Work Incentive (WIN) 
Program, effective 1-14-80 through 10-31-80; $13,104 (10 months) 
Resignation 
Charles Butler, Assistant Football Coach and Lecturer in Health and Physical Education, 
effective January 25, 1980 
Change in Assignment, Title, and/or Salary 
Helen Lorenzen, Director, Payroll Accounting (increase in responsibilities; salary increase 
of $400 per month for six months) effective 1-1-80 through 6-30-80; $22,865 fiscal year 
rate 
ACADEMIC AREA* 
Leaves of Absence 
Hunter Boylan, Coordinator of Academic Intervention and Counseling, Student Development Program, 
February 8, 1980, through January 1, 1981 (revision of dates as reported at January 10 Board 
meeting) 
Special Appointments 
Joanne T. Cossman, Adjunct Assistant Professor, Nursing; effective January 4, 1980 
Alan Gallaher, Adjunct Assistant Professor, Speech Communication; effective January 7, 1980 
Robert Kahl, Professional Associate, Psychology; effective February 6, 1980 
Rita Levine, Professional Associate, Psychology; effective February 6, 1980 
N. Emerson Miller, Professional Associate, College of Education; effective January 2, 1980 
Resignations 
Elvira Artis, Coordinator of Recruitment, Student Development Program; effective February 2, 1980 
Alan J. Gallaher, Assistant Professor, Speech Communication; effective December 12, 1979 
John Hartman, Instructor, Journalism; effective December 15, 1979 
Janet S. Hyde, Assistant Professor, Psychology; effective December 26, 1979 
Thomas Marietta, Production Manager, J. Preston Levis Regional Computer Center; effective 
January 31, 1980 
Kathleen Maurer, Part-time Coordinator, Musical Events and Promotion, College of Musical Arts; 
effective February 29, 1980 
Julia Woods, Assistant Professor and Assistant Dean of Libraries and Learning Resources; effective 
February 15, 1980 
NOTE:  Shirley Meeker was reported with resignations at the last Board meeting.  Correction:  She 
is still on Leave of Absence. 
Changes in Assignment, Rank and Salary 
Jacqueline Braveboy-Wagner, from Instructor to Assistant Professor, Political Science, and from 
$15,272 to $15,822; academic year rate; effective September 15, 1979 
Donald Campbell, Assistant Professor of Management, from $21,400 to $22,900 academic year rate; 
effective Spring Quarter, 1980; inequity adjustment 
Marcia Furrow, from News Production Specialist to Manager of Typesetting Services, Instructional 
Media Center, and from $11,750 to $12,750 fiscal year rate; effective January 1, 1980 
Richard D. Hoare, Professor of Geology, a-pointed Chair of the Department of Geology, from $34,812 
to $35,437; effective January 17, 1980; Chair Stipend 
Marilyn Sue Kramp, from Assistant Director to Acting Director of Writing Laboratory, and from 
$11,880 to $14,000 fiscal year rate; effective January 1, 1980 
Yvonne Mersereau, Program Intern, College of Education, salary increased by $352 for period 
January 7, 1980, through June 15, 1980 
Beatrice K. Morton, Associate Professor of English, from $23,446 to $25,446 academic year rate; 
effective September 14, 1979; inequity adjustment 
Beverly Mullins, Director of Equal Opportunity Compliance, from $19,152 to $19,752 fiscal year 
rate; effective January 1, 1980; salary adjusted as a result of performance review 
Edmund F. Pawlowicz, Associate Professor of Geology, resigned as Chair of Department of Geology, 
from $33,219 fiscal year rate to $25,952 academic year rate; effective December 15, 1979 
Fred Pigge, Professor of Educational Foundations & Inquiry and Director of Research and Services, 
salary increased by $900 administrative stipend; effective November 15, 1979; increased 
responsibilities as Director of Research Services due to transition of Off-Campus Programs 
Marilyn Sampen, Part-Time Instructor, Music Composition History, from $4,455 to $5,280; effective 
Winter Quarter, 1980; increase in teaching load 
Janet ScottBey, Director of Handicapped Services and Equal Opportunity Specialist, from $16,074 
to $16,474; effective January 1, 1980; salary adjusted as a result of performance review 
Ervin Shienbaum, from Instructor to Assistant Professor, Political Science, and from $15,660 
to $16,210 academic year rate; effective September 15, 1979 
Kent A. Strickland, from Jr. Systems Programmer to Systems Programmer, J. Preston Levis Regional 
Computer Center, and from $13,500 to $16,000 fiscal year rate; effective February 1, 1980 
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PERSONNEL CHANGES (CONTINUED) 
Changes In Assignment, Rank and Salary 
Robert Yonker, Associate.Professor of Educational Foundations & Inquiry, appointed Coordinator 
of Faculty Research with administrative stipend of $900; effective November 15, 1979 
PART-TIME FACULTY APPOINTMENTS - TEMPORARY CONTRACTS 
Name/Rank and Area Salary 
Allen R. Baldwin, Instructor, Political        $ 1,000 
Science 
John Benvenuto, Instructor, English 1,727.36 
Cathy A. Brooks, Instructor, Art 1,000 
Lynne R. Carlson, Instructor, Accounting and 
Management Information Systems 9,533 
Kathryn C. Crawford, Instructor, English 272.64 
Judith M. Gersz, Instructor, Special Education 2,000 
Ivan Kurtz, Assistant Professor, School of 
Technology 1,200 
Charles Mehaffey, Instructor, Educational 
Foundations & Inquiry 1,000 
Bruce Pohl, Lecturer, School of Technology 3,600 
Richard Ross, Instructor, Educational 
Administration & Supervision 1,000 
Valerie Tio, Instructor, Art 1,000 
Susan van Duyne, Assistant Professor, Special 
Education 1,200 
REAPPOINTMENTS 
John Adams, Adjunct Associate Professor, 
Management 1,400 
James J. Bacik, Lecturer, University Division 500 
James L. Berta, Instructor, English 1,000 
Gerald Biernacki, Assistant Professor, Educa- 
tional Foundations & Inquiry 1,200 
Richard R. Brown, Instructor, Finance and 
Insurance 2,400 
Nancy J. Coleman, Instructor, Art 1,000 
John Davidson, Emeritus Professor, Marketing 1,600 
Robin V. Feil, Instructor, Mathematics and 
Statistics 2,500 
Elmer Girten, Instructor, Music Education 500 
Wayne Graham, Instructor, Ethnic Studies 1,000 
Gail Halferty, Instructor, College of Health 
and Community Services 1,000 
Ray Heyde, Instructor, School of Technology 1,000 
Richard E. Hoffman, Instructor, English 1,000 
Cathy L. Holloway, Instructor, English 1,000 
Paul W. Jones, Lecturer, Journalism 1,200 
Robert Keefe, Professor Emeritus, Health, 
Physical Education & Recreation 1,200 
Norman Lattanza, Instructor, Educational 
Foundations & Inquiry 1,000 
Madonna C. Marsden, Assistant Professor, English 1,200 
Patricia E. Payne, Lecturer, Romance Languages 3,000 
Marvin Pearce, Lecturer, Finance and 
Insurance 2,800 
Ann Pope, Instructor, Music Performance 750 
Annette M. Reazin, Instructor, Mathematics and 
Statistics 1,250 
Ronald D. Reazin, Instructor, Mathematics and 
Statistics 1,250 
Marjorie R. Romanoff, Assistant Professor, 
Special Education 1,200 
Dean Roush, Instructor, Music Composition-History 2,200 
Mary Lee Schueller, Instructor, Mathematics and 
Statistics 1,250 
Ross H. Schueller, Instructor, Mathematics and 
Statistics 1,250 
Scott Sherwood, Lecturer, Management 1,100 
Charles Sprandel, Instructor, Educational 
Foundations & Inquiry 1,000 
Paula J. Steinker, Instructor, Geology 1,000 
Alex Thomas, Assistant Professor, Educational 
Foundations & Inquiry 1,200 
Luigi Valli, Instructor, English 2,000 
Martha Williams, Instructor, English 2,000 
FULL-TIME FACULTY APPOINTMENTS 
William N. Treat, Associate Professor, Library   27,500 fyr 
and Director, Technical Services & Systems 1/7 
1979-80 Year; Special Notes 
and Period of Employment 
Winter Quarter, 1980 
1/16/80 - 3/20/80 
Winter Quarter, 1980 
Winter & Spring Quarters, 1980 
1/7/80 - 1/15/80 
Winter Quarter, 1980 
Winter Quarter, 1980 
Winter Quarter, 1980 
Winter Quarter, 1980 
Winter Quarter, 1980 
Winter Quarter, 1980 
Winter Quarter, 1980 
Spring Quarter, 1980 
Winter Quarter, 1980 
Winter Quarter, 1980 
Spring Quarter, 1980 
Winter & Spring Quarters, 1980 
Winter Quarter, 1980 
Winter Quarter, 1980 
Winter Quarter, 1980 
Winter Quarter, 1980 
Winter Quarter, 1980 
Spring Quarter, 1980 
Winter Quarter, 1980 
Winter Quarter, 1980 
Winter Quarter, 1980 
Winter Quarter, 1980 
Winter Quarter, 1980 
Spring Quarter, 1980 
Winter Quarter, 1980 
Winter Quarter, 1980 
Winter & Spring Quarters, 1980 
Winter Quarter, 1980 
Winter Quarter, 1980 
Winter Quarter, 1980 
Winter Quarter, 1980 
Winter Quarter, 1980 
Winter Quarter, 1980 
Winter Quarter, 1980 
Spring Quarter, 1980 
Spring Quarter, 1980 
Winter Quarter, 1980 
Spring Quarter, 1980 
Winter Quarter, 1980 
Winter Quarter, 1980 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
4/1/80 - 6/30/80 
* Changes and appointments effective since the Board of Trustees meeting of January 10, 1980 
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PERSONNEL CHANGES (CONTINUED) 
CONTRACT STAFF APPOINTMENTS - TERM CONTRACTS 
Name/Title and Area Salary 
Andolyn Brown, Counselor, Student Development      $ 15,000 fyr 
Program 
Narbeth Emmanuel, Res. Asst., Educational 12,000 fyr 
Development Programs 
Mary Gaynor, News Prod. Spec, Instructional Media   11,750 fyr 
Center 
Melanie Anne Grace, Reference Archivist, Center      11,561 fyr 
for Archival Collections * 
Reglna K. Lemaster, Microfilm Supervisor, Center     13,229 fyr 
for Archival Collections * 
James Middleton, Assistant to the Dean for School     2,500 
Relations, College of Musical Arts 
James J. Pusher, Operations Manager, JPLRCC *       21,000 fyr 
Rebecca L. Redmon, Program/Consultant, JPLRCC *      14,400 fyr 
Donald Van Lare, Great Lakes Archivist, Center       14,750 fyr 
for Archival Collections 
EXTERNALLY FUNDED PROGRAMS 
Paul W. Bishop, Research Assistant, Psychology 11,330 fyr 
Patricia A. Froelich, Lab. Technician, Biological 9,828 
Sciences 
Martha A. Gonter, Research Associate, Psychology 18,000 fyr 
Jerry H. Liu, Postdoctoral Fellow, Chemistry 10,000 
Barbara Mynatt, Research Associate, Psychology 5,831 
REPORTS 
1979-80 Year; Special Notes 
and Period of Employment 
1/7/80 - 6/30/80 
1/7/80 - 6/30/80 
1/1/80 - 6/30/80 
1/1/80 - 6/30/80 
1/1/80 - 6/30/80 
Winter & Spring Quarters, 1980 
2/1/80 - 6/30/80 
2/1/80 - 6/30/80 
1/1/80 - 6/30/80 
* formerly classified 
1/1/80 - 8/31/80 
1/1/80 - 12/31/80 
12/17/79 - 3/31/80 
1/2/80 - 12/31/80 
12/1/79 - 11/30/80 
University's Fund-Raising Activities (Development Office) 
Using a slide projector to show detailed charts and graphs, Vice President Hof said that the University had 
its greatest year in cash contributions in 1979 — a total of $1,757,482.43 (42% increase over 1978); non-cash 
contributions totaled $219,851.67, bringing the total of all contributions in 1979 to $1,977,334.10.  He identified 
sources for cash contributions as alumni, business and industry, foundations, friends, as well as organizations, 
non-alumni faculty and staff, and parents, with the greatest number of donors in the alumni and friends category. 
From the Presidents Club standpoint, Mr. Hof said, 35 new members were added in 1979, which brings the total to 
192; and as some donors receive membership by the insurance route, the face value of insurance policies now 
being held is just "shy of $1 million." Of particular interest, he added, are contributions of $46,048 in 1979 
from University employees. Mr. Hof said he was pleased with the level of support last year by graduates and 
friends and attributed much of the success of the giving program to the excellent staff.  He introduced the 
Director of Development, Jerry Updegraff. 
Mr. Updegraff reported that members of the staff secured gifts for specific purposes such as the Alumni 
Center, Cooper Pool, book acquisitions for the Library and research projects and said that during the present 
year a good portion of the fund-raising effort will be directed to those activities which will generate designated 
dollars to the School of Journalism, the University Libraries and the School of Technology.  Of the funds 
generated in 1979, 95% are designated and 5% are undesignated, he stated.  Mr. Updegraff introduced James Hodge, 
Director of Planned Giving. 
Mr. Hodge reported that his area of responsibility involves willed bequests, charitable remainder trusts, 
pooled income funds, gifts of insurance, and gifts of land and tangible personal property.  Planned giving, he 
said, is a longer process involving extensive education and cultivation of the prospects and the average time 
from the initial planned-giving discussion with the prospect to the actual gift commitment may be as long as 
18 months.  He reported that in 1979 there were two gifts of cash totaling more than one-quarter million dollars; 
that success in the program can be reliably measured by the amount of gift dollars the University can expect to 
receive at some time in the future—the University at present has record planned-gift future expectencies in 
excess of $2-1/2 million.  Gifts-in-kind during 1979 totaled $219,851.67, Mr. Hodge reported, and many are 
equipment or materials that would have been purchased from department, college, or academic budgets—many gifts- 
in-kind free dollars for other educational purposes. He introduced Kim Kreiger, Director of Annual Funds. 
Mr. Kreiger said that his responsibility includes all annual giving and the development of a broad base of 
alumni donor support. He noted the following concerning growth and pattern of alumni giving: 
1) More than 34 percent of BGSU alumni have contributed to the University; 
2) Cash contributions have increased by a constant rate since the beginning of the Alumni Association in 
1959, except for the period of campus unrest which occurred in 1970; nearly 9000 donors in 1979 
contributed more than $537,000; 
3) Giving patterns have changed during the last decade—in 1968, 64% of all alumni contributions were 
unrestricted; in 1979, only 12% were unrestricted; 
4) Some of the programs and projects that will be funded by unrestricted dollars in 1980 include 42 scholar- 
ships, 16 of which are Alumni Merit Scholarships to provide full fees for four students in each under- 
graduate class. 
In conclusion, Mr. Hof saluted the Development staff and Larry Weiss, Director of Alumni Activities, for 
programs planned for alumni throughout the United States; commended the volunteers nationwide for assistance 
in promoting alumni activities; and expressed thanks to the staff in the University's Audio-Visual Center for 
valuable service in the preparation of the data for the Annual Giving Report. 
Statement of Albert Dyckes - filed in accordance 
with Ohio Revised Code Section 102.04(D)  
No. 47-80    Mr. Spiegel moved, Mr. Ludwig seconded, that the statement be accepted for the official record. 
The motion was approved.  (Statement follows.) 
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January 7, 1980 Fifth Filing 
Original Filing 9/9/76 
Dr. Hollis Moore 
Office of the President 
Bowling Green State University 
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403 
Dear Dr. Moore: 
In accordance with recent amendments to Section 102.04(D) of the Ohio Revised Code effective August 27, 
1976, as a member of the Board of Trustees of Bowling Green State University it is incumbent upon me to 
inform you per this statement that I am employed as a Legislative Agent for the Ohio Hospital Association. 
Required Statement 
. . . Section 102.04(D) O.R.C. 
I 
Name: 
Home Address: 
Public Agency Served: 
Other Public Agency: 
Employer: 
Employer's Address: 
Job Title: 
Job Duties: 
Declaration: 
I si  Albert E. Dyckes 
Signature 
Albert E. Dyckes 
1285 Inglis Avenue, Columbus, Ohio 43212 
Bowling Green State University - Board of Trustees 
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403 
Ohio General Assembly, Statehouse, Columbus, Ohio 43215 
Ohio Hospital Association 
21 West Broad Street, Columbus, Ohio 43215 
Vice President - Government Relations 
Represent the Ohio Hospital Association on matters pending before 
the Ohio General Assembly relative to hospitals. 
I hereby disqualify myself for two years from participation as a 
member of the Board of Trustees, Bowling Green State University, 
on any matter that may come before the Board upon which matter I 
represented the Ohio Hospital Association before the Ohio General 
Assembly. I further disqualify myself from participation in any 
decision by the Board regarding the purchase of goods or services 
from the Association. 
 January 7, 1980  
I 
Date I 
Should a matter come before the Board of Trustees of the University directly related to an action taken by 
me as a legislative agent for the Ohio Hospital Association, it would be necessary for me to disqualify 
myself from participation in any Board action that might be taken on that matter. 
While it seems remote that any matters involving the 0HA and my work for the Association would come before 
the Board, it is important to adhere wholeheartedly to Section 102.04(D) of the Ohio Revised Code which 
makes provision for a person to hold an appointive position in a non-elective office and for that person 
to file a statement annually with the public agency he serves that identifies the goods and services 
that he vends in his private employment. 
I am transmitting copies of this letter and statement to the Clerks of the Ohio House of Representatives 
and the Ohio Senate and to the Ohio Ethics Commission to be certain that my serving as a member of the 
Board of Trustees of Bowling Green State University and as a Legislative Agent for the Ohio Hospital 
Association before the Ohio General Assembly will be a matter of record. 
You may wish to consider acceptance of this letter and statement through formal action by the Board. 
Sincerely yours, 
/•/ 
Albert E. Dyckes 
Vice President - Government Relations 
AED/bjk 
cc:  Clerk, Ohio House of Representatives 
Clerk, Ohio Senate 
Ohio Ethics Commission 
Donald R. Newkirk, President, Ohio Hospital Association 
I 
REPORTS - CONSTITUENT REPRESENTATIVES 
Faculty Representative - Thomas Kinney 
Dr. Kinney said that copies of the transcript of a panel discussion ~ "WHAT SHOULD THIS UNIVERSITY BE 
IN 1990?" — were handed to the trustees and indicated another discussion program is being planned for the 
spring quarter. He referred to the report of the Faculty Welfare Committee and the copies shared with the 
Board Finance Committee concerning salaries for 1980-81, an update on salaries for 1979-80, the results of 
a faculty survey, and the economic status of the faculty at the University. He commented on the bill being 
considered by the House — H. B. 629 — which would permit the state to pick up the State Teachers Retirement 
System contribution of the faculty. 
Mr. Dyckes thanked Dr. Kinney for the information submitted to the Finance Committee and stated that the 
Board and the administration will consider the recommendations. 
I 
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Undergraduate Student Representative - Thomas Washbush 
Mr. Washbush submitted a written report for the official record and announced that he would make no addi- 
tional comment. 
Graduate Student Representative - Gerald E. (Jerry) Krygier 
Mr. Krygier welcomed Mr. Dyckes back to his role in the Chair.  He stated that 1) there is interest to get 
more students involved in committees and the activities of the Graduate Student Senate; 2) the Consumer Committee 
is making possible a weekly column in the city newspaper; 3) investigation is being made of the feasibility of 
a better business bureau in the city or on the campus; and 4) the Welfare Committee plans to make a report to 
the trustees at the next meeting.  He reported that the Instructional Improvements Committee is one of the more 
active groups this year and that programming has started on a second workshop dealing with what it means to 
teach in higher education — with progress being made in the development of a process to assist in the selection 
of top quality faculty.  He said that the legal services bill has passed the House and will go to the Senate; 
some problems are anticipated with the Governor.  Mr. Dyckes commented that he was not aware of problems with 
the bill and expressed pleasure at the accolade given to Mark Krach by Representative Brown. 
Mr. Krygier said that he has asked for time during the next meeting (following the dinner session on 
Wednesday evening) and also some time during the May meeting. 
Firelands College Board Representative 
Dean Adams made the following points in a report concerning the Huron Campus: 
1) Six of the associate of applied science programs have been approved for vocational education subsidy; 
2) Fall quarter enrollment this year was the largest since 1974; the winter quarter enrollment the largest 
ever at Firelands; major reasons for the increase being the College of Business program and the nature 
of recruiting and followup; 
3) A program in energy is being offered as part of the nationwide effort of two-year colleges; Dr. Robert 
Speers is organizing the program which includes the formation of a college-community advisory committee; 
4) Firelands is sponsoring the opera again this year; 
5) The Firelands staff has completed a self-study in preparation for the accreditation visit of the North 
Central Association team. 
Dean Adams introduced Mrs. Joan Loeffler, Firelands Board member, who reported the formation of a women's 
auxiliary of the Board which will assist in the various fund-raising activities, including the June Gala being 
planned this year (on the 21st). She invited the Board of Trustees to the special dinner planned for April 28 
with members of the visiting accreditation team. 
EXECUTIVE SESSION 
Chairman Dyckes announced that members would convene in an executive session for the purpose of conferring 
with legal counsel.  Hearing no objection, he recessed the regular meeting at 11:47 a.m. with the announcement 
that the executive session in the McFall Center Chart Room would be approximately 20 minutes in length and that 
upon returning to the regular meeting, the Chair would call for adjournment. 
The members reconvened in regular session at 12:15 p.m.; the Chair announced that no official action had 
been taken during the executive session. 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
The following announcements were made by Chairman Dyckes: 
1. The date for the next meeting is April 10; however, alternate dates for the April meeting are being 
considered. 
2. Winter Quarter Commencement will be held at 10:00 a.m., Saturday, March 22, in Memorial Hall. 
3. The 1980 National Conference on Trusteeship, sponsored by the Association of Governing Boards, will be 
held on April 13-15, in Washington, D. C. 
4. The North Central Association accreditation visit and dinner at the Firelands College is scheduled on 
April 28 in Huron. 
ADJOURNMENT 
The meeting was declared adjourned at 12:20 p.m. 
INFORMATIONAL MATERIAL 
The following material was provided each trustee 1) by mail during the months of January and February, 1980; 
and 2) by handout at the March 13, 1980, meeting: 
Monitor, Vol. 3, Nos. 7, 8, 9, 10 
Athletic brochures:  Falcon Swimming 1979-80 
Women's Track & Field 1980 
Ohio College Association Memorandum concerning 
Distinguished Service Awards 
Resource Planning Handbook - Update #1 (1979-80) 
Newsletter - HPA (Health Planning Association of 
Northwest Ohio) Trustees Dyckes, Rood 
"What Should This University BE in 1990?" - Trans- 
cript of panel discussion 
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